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SERIOUS PLAY

SERIOUS PLAYING TO BULID TEAM 
WORK  AND COMMUNICATION

Lego Serious Play was invented at the end of the 1990s
upon request of the LEGO Company itself, which
wanted to find new ways of developing its own
strategy.

Sometimes radical ideas can only be generated by a
different way of thinking.

Communications across the operations team had to
improve. Team members weren’t receiving the
messages they needed either in a timely manner or at
all. More often than not messages were buried in
lengthy face-to-face briefings or documents. Put
simply, communication across the team wasn’t
working.

People were steered based on pre-conceived ideas and
solutions. Perhaps the colleague opposite with a loud
voice holds most of the airtime and is the only one
being heard. Maybe someones good idea never got
listened to?

LEGO Serious Play (LSP) is a facilitated meeting,
communication and problem solving method that
leads participants through a series of questions which
go deeper and deeper.

Each participant build their own three-dimensional
model using specially selected LEGO bricks in response
to the facilitators questions.

These 3-D models become the basis for group
discussion, knowledge sharing, problem-solving and
decision-making.

At the end of the session the team Built a model that
explained how they wantd to receive these messages
and how often they should be delivered.

Again, everyone contributed and each model showed
fresh thinking and sometimes the same concepts
appeared in different ways in different models. None
of the ideas generated during the meeting touched
upon any previous thinking; everything was fresh
thinking.

The operations team brought issues they
didn't feel to communicate openly
before.

This methodology brought more efficient
and effective meetings, and the
experience was transfered to other
departments.
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